ABSTRACT
Accurate and comprehensive genome annotation remains the foremost challenge in the post-sequencing genome era. The recent recognition of extensive alternative splicing of mammalian genes underscores the importance of the annotation task, because in most cases transcript isoforms are expected to reflect functional diversity. The theoretical foundations of gene structure are presently only partially understood. Exon prediction methods are largely based on statistical approaches. Different programs often give conflicting predictions. Large collections of Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) and, increasingly, full-length cDNAs can provide evidence for certain exons and thus improve ab initio gene prediction methods (Kan et al., 2001; Gemünd et al., 2001) . Additionally, spliced alignment with selected protein targets can often identify the gene structure of a homologous gene locus. In practice, successful gene annotation relies on careful comparison of multiple sources of prediction. MyGV was developed in response to such needs on the premise that such comparisons are most efficiently evaluated by a combination of graphical representation and analytical detail (see also Harris, 1997; Kent and Zahler, 2000; Rutherford et al., 2000) .
INPUT: SEQUENCE FILES AND EXTERNAL PROGRAM RESULTS
MyGV accepts as sequence input representation of a DNA molecule in common GenBank or FASTA file format. The program provides an annotation overview panel in which CDS feature entries of GenBank files are graphically represented by solid arrows extending from first to last exon and pointing in the direction of transcription. Detailed gene structure is displayed in a second, scalable view panel. Currently, no other annotation features in the sequence input files are being used. Additional input consists of formatted output of gene prediction programs, which is similarly displayed. This input is generated by piping the output of external programs (run on the same sequence input) through format converters. The current release includes format converters for Fgenesh (FGH; Salamov and Solovyev, 2000) , GeneMark.hmm (GM; Lukashin and Borodovsky, 1998) , GeneSeqer , GENSCAN (GSN; Burge and Karlin, 1997) , and GlimmerM (Salzberg et al., 1999) , but others can easily be written by the user according to need. Figure 1 illustrates the application with analysis of a segment of the Drosophila melanogaster genome. The input sequence file was GenBank AE002638, representing about 4.9 Mb at the terminal tip of the left arm of chromosome 2. The detailed view covers a small region including the annotated genes CG15386, CG7074, and CG7082 and represents the output of the ab initio programs GSN, FGH, and GM as well as the EST spliced alignments generated by GeneSeqer (EST and AGS). The display is divided into five regions:
MyGV DISPLAY
(1) Toolbar. This section of the display controls a number of pull-down menus that are used to open and close files, execute gene prediction programs, select the zoom level, and similar functions. 
